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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
An analytical study of the interaction of a blast wave and the 
base pressure region of a missile re-entering the atmosphere is sig-
nificant for designing anti-missiles. Avenues of approach to this 
complex problem have been opened by the recent development of jet mix-
ing theories. 
Using Korst's (1) theory for base pressures in transonic and 
supersonic flow, Zumwalt (2), at the University of Illinois, and 
Beheim (3), at Lewis Research Center, NASA, developed their approxi-
mate methods to solve the base pressure problem for axi&.ymmetric con-
figurations. 
A research project has been supervised by Dr. Zumwalt of Okla-
1 
homa State University and sponsored by Sandia Corporation, and calcu-
lations of base pressure-time history were made for two-dimensional 
and axially-synnnetric re-entry bodies, having turbulent flow in the 
separated boundary layer, when the vehicle passes head-on through a 
blast wave. 
In this thesis, an approximate analysis was performed to predict 
the response time and geometric requirements for a wind tunnel test 
to verify the theory as applied to the transient phase of this 
problem. 
l 
CHAPTER II 
KORS.T 'S .THEORY OF TURBUUmr JET. 'MIXING.·. 
AND ITS BASE PRESSURE APPLICATION 
In 1954, Korst. ( 4} .deyeloped· .... a .tpeory for two-dimensional constant 
pressure turbulent jet ¢ixing, and applied it to the base pressure prob-
lem. His basic assumptions were: 
(a) two-dimensional backstep 
(b' turbulent flow in the mixing region 
( .c) isoenergetic, constant pressure mixing 
(d) exchange-coefficient form for the apparent viscosity relation-
ship. 
The essential features of the flow model were; 
(a) Prantl-Meyer corner flo~ at separation 
(b) constant pressure jet mixing 
,c) an oblique shock in the free stream to define the recompres~ 
sion preuure 
(d) the boundary layer at the separation corner as an initial 
disturbance of the mixing profile, in which, application has 
been generally made only for the fully developed profile, i.e. 
for a point far enough downstream that the effect of initial 
disturbance has been damped out. 
If the boundary layer at separation is turbulent and thin compared 
to the l ength of the j e t mixing region, the base pressure becomes inde-
pendent of Reynolds number effects. For situations involving base 
2 
3 
bleed, there is one empirical jet spreading-rate parameter 6', which 
Tripp (5) suggested as a linear function of the Mach number of the free 
stream adjacent to the jet mixing zone: 6' = 12 + 2. 758 M2 (Equatioi:i 1). 
To derive a turbulent mixing theory, Korst used a flow model, 
Figure 1, and applied the equation of motion along an "intrit'\sic" sys-
tem of coordinates, which system was located in space by its displace-
ment from a corresponding inviscid jet boundary. With this transforms-
tion, an asymptotically approached velocity profile was found as 
y> • ~ • 1 ( 1 + erf '[), where 'f. !.s a position parameter for the direc-
tion normal to the flow and the subscript 2 refers to the free stream 
adjacent to the mixing region. This asymptotic solution ~rmitted the 
calculation of the mechanical energy level among the streamlines in the 
mixing region. We are partioularly interested in the streamline, de:,,. 
noted by j, which is separated from the corner of the base, and the 
streamline, . denoted by d, along which the particles just have enough 
kinetic energy to reach the recompression region. Below d-line, par-
ticles will recirculate inside the dead-air region. 
In the case of no-bleed into the wake, j and d streamlines are 
identical, If the wake is fed in, the j streamline has lower velocity 
than d streamline, and vice versa for feed-out cases, From this, a 
base pressure could be found without the use of empirical imformation 
unless mass was being transferred across the mixing region, 
The calculation equations may be sununed up as follows: 
For isoenergetic, fully-developed, turbulent, constant pressure, 
j e t mixing profiles, the . velocity ratio is . 
plotted ·in Figure J, where 
' 
and ,, , f = o ;-- · 
cJ> = 1 ( 1 + erf "'{_ ) , 
7l -~2 
er f '1 = _g_ ( e d.(3' 
'fir Jo 
4 
As shown in Figure l, u represents the x co111>onent of the velocity 
in the mixing region, u~, the free stream x component, x and y the 
intrinsic coordinates which are displaced from the reference system of 
coordinates X,Y-, that follow the boundary of the corresponding invis-
cid jet, so that X£"X and Y ... y .... ym(x). The displacement is necessary 
to satisfy the momentum equation. The symbol i is the jet spreading 
parameter, depending upon the free stream Mach No., Ma, or on 
U;a , 
--u.2 ( maxJ" 
The dimensionless Ym shift is 
'1 = 0 Ill1 = '>[R -( I - c: Ji'R I 
~ -~ 
where ( I - cJC'lR )) << 1 
The location, "lj, of the jet boundary streamline, j, separating the 
approaching flow from the fluid entrained from the ambient stagnant 
region is determined by combining momentum and continuity integral 
equations for the fluid approaching the separation corner. Thie gives 
The mau flow per unit width between the 1treaml1nes '[j and"[d is 
given by 
The 
(Equation 3) 
5 
Values of Ii and I 2 have been calculated by using a digital computer at 
the University of Illinois as .in Reference 6, and presented in graphical 
2 form in Reference 7, I 1 versus C2 ,, j 
ted in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). 
·2 
and Ii versus C~ and <j> are plot-
I 2 is only used to locate the jet 
boundary streamline j, and as a parameter to treat the base pressure 
field for non-isoenergetic situations. Therefore, in our present case, 
values of I 2 are not specifically required. 
CHAPTER III 
CALCULATION OF THE BASE PRESSURE-Tif'1E HISTORY 
OF .. 'A 1TWO-Dl:MENSIONAL RE,.;ENTRY. VEHICLE 
We here assume a blast wave which consists of a normal shock with 
constant conditions following the shock, i.e., a step function. 
A. Constant Blast Wave Pass,ingi 
l). Oblique Shock at Two-Dimensional Wedge: When the supersonic stream 
is forced to change direction suddenly, as in a sharp concave corner, 
an attached oblique s~ock occurs and forms a discontinuity. Using 
equations of continuity, momentum,and energy, the Rankine-Hugoniot (8) 
equation has been derived relating pressures and densities. Prandtl 
then developed a relation between the velocity components on two dis-
continuous sides. From these, convenient curves have been plotted by 
Dailey and Wood (9) · .. using initial Mach Number and deflection angle as 
independent variables. These apply for steady flow. 
2). Supersonic Expansion by Turning a Corner: Assuming an isentropic 
expansion and extending the linear theory, Prandtl-Meyer derived their 
famous function which relates an explicit form of turning angle, v, 
with Mach Number, as follows: 
J/M 2-I d.M ;;)(M)= I +.&1..tv12 ~ 
2. 
- [ill_ -I J .,_, - -I,.-:;-
- ,J r,_ -1 T 0..,'YL, ; + 1 ( M z _ I ) - I A.,n_ ;I M 2 - I 
The constant of integrationi has been arbitrarily chosen so that V= 0 
6 
7 
corresponds to M = 1. Numerical values are available in many publica-
tions, e.g. ( 10). 
3). Calculation of Steady Base Pressure: Using Korst's (1), (4), (6), 
theory, the calculation procedure is as followij :for angle of attack= 0: 
( a) 
(b) 
( c) 
( d) 
Pick an arbitrary initial M2 (Configu;ation shown in Fig. 1). 
· 2. 
2 M.z. 
Calculate the Crocco Number, C2. = _2._+ M& 
Jc.-1 £ 
If K • 1. 4 for air, thus, c: ::. 5 ~~ .. 
I 
Find rj j value from Figure 4, p j versus C~ curve. 
Since Non-Bleed wake flow prevails, 
, 2. C 2 
( rO )2 = ( ro, f = ( 14 /u. l"!Ail ) = (-d ) 7 d -, JI U. :i./lJ. f'\'IA..c C 2. 
• c2 r02 c2. 
• • d = '1'j 2 
(e) From isentropic relationships, and M2 • M3 and C2 • c3 
foed _ I I (- P+) 
P2cl - (, - Cid )'VK-1 (1 - c:d )3·5 - 'P?> 
(f) Using P4 value from oblique shock chart ~ill give 3. 94:! (9), P3 . 
A11ume .stream flow• from region (Dto region @ (Figure l) by 
Prandtl-Meyer isentropic turn with the angle 192 • 394. 
(g) Using Prandtl-Meyer corner flow relation, 'Vi= Va, - .394 
and find M1 • (lo). Also find ~rom: 
-11_~...!1-/ ><~, 
'P2 · Po M1, 'f'2. Mt. 
using isentropic relations. 
(h) So, base pressure Pb is found as, 
I 
'f't, = f2 = l'1 X 1'1 /'P2 
The base pressure ratio Pb/P1 was plotted on Figure 8, and 
its calculating procedure is shown in Appendix 1. 
8 
4). Moving Blast Wave: In order to deal with the blast wave, which is 
assumed to travel at constant speed, a relative moving coordinate sys-
tern is employed, in which the moving wave becomes at rest; and the shock 
relations already derived are then applicable to the fluid properties 
in this coordinate system. (8). The same result is true to a very good 
approximation even when the shock strength is changing with time or 
when the shock speed is not constant, This is so because the shock 
thickness is minute, from which it follows that the time rates of change 
of mass, momentum, and energy within a control surface surrounding the 
shock are negligible compared with the changes in the respective fluxes 
of these quantities passing through the control surface, In our case, 
the blast wave is considered as a normal shock wave passing the body, 
and referred to as "prime" condition in nomenclature in the transformed 
plane. 
5). Calculation of Base Pressure Just Before (Subscript x) and After 
(Subscript y) the Shock Front Passes: 
G) // 
__ __,__,..._,1 (J;L 
n 
1 
,, 
I\ 
'' 
We use trial and error method to determine the base region situation 
just after the shock front passes. 
Balance Phy= P~y by P-M turn and by isentropic compression of the wake, 
By isentropic compression of the mass in the wake: ~x = ~y 
and from geometry, 
v~ I = hJ = __(_ and 
(W;d.tn) i T~11.e1 > 
9 
therefore, 
By Prandtl-Meyer Turn: P2f = f (Miy, 8y) 
Using 8y as a parameter, a solution which gives Pby equal to P2 ~ can 
be obtained, An example of the calculation procedure has been performed 
in Appendix 2. 
B. Transient Blast Wave Passing 
A more realistic blast wave front than that of part ~ . is a shock 
front behind which the pressure decays, Thus, after the wave passes, 
transient conditions are impressed, 
Por any instantaneous flow conditions along the body, a particular 
steady state base pressure solution can be found, If, due to the tran-
sient nature of the flow, the base pressure differs from this, mass 
will flow into or out of the dead-air region ("wake") to make the base 
pressure tend toward a stable, i.e., steady-state, condition. This 
change in pressure due to mass exchange may be opposed or augmented by 
a pressure change due to the gradually lowering ambient pressure, Thus, 
base pressure is altered due to its difference from an equilibrium con-
dition and due to a- transient impressed pressure field. 
1). Mass Transfer into the Wake: Mass added to base region, Ga, by 
each mixing stream. (11). 
2 3. ') 
__ =Po, C2 (1-c2 ) ~ 
G-d - /To ~ Sl--11. 8 ,'~) 
The total mass added by upper and lower streams is 2 Ga, 
2.. 
(mass in wake)= f 'o VL = ~)(-~-X ( l,J;citl-i) 
"' tR To TlMi e 
(Equation 4) 
10 
~ass transfer rate; dm: 
d.-rri _ 2G- = dJ ( ''Pi. Vi,Q.se '\ = _I_ (ft dVi,, + V. d 'Pb) 
,J:t - d olit a<. T1r, ") (P.. Tb b ci.~ 1> d...'k 
if the wake temperature, Tb, is about constant and equal to T0 
Thus, 
1-, 
-r" d v., _ =r" ~d _ ,,b i!.(w) 
- v.., --a:t-t(rna.ss,nw.xe) (L\ cA.t 
T-.iBJ 
I )'Pb (Equation 5) 
2). Trial and Error Solution for Base Pressure: Assume a 
value, choose a small time interval At, which will give us 
and P00 . by an empirical blast i::eletion. For a 
*~t . 
blast wave, it was suggested by Sandia Corporation that 
-* 
. . t i:l 
C!. 1\ = A f -yno.)( ( I - t_+ ) e (Equation 6) 
where t+ is shown on the following figure, and can be obtained ,from 
Sandia Corporation publications. (17) . 
. Pressure change with time for a blast wave passing a stationary point. 
, we can find T O..'V\. e * -t .6 *" by the 
calculation method outlined previously, and therefore can check our 
assumption for TtA.'I\ e1; /To.."t'\. ~*-+At" The problem can be solved by itera-
) 
tion. An exampLe of calculating procedure is shown in Appendix 3. 
The results of Mach number equals 2, at the altitude of 20,000 ft., 
and blast ~trength of 100 kt are plotted in Figure 9, 10, and 11, 
where ~-f\,riaj is used as a parameter. 
11 
CHAPTER IV 
BASE PRESSURE OF AXISYMMETRIC CONFIGURATION 
A. Introduction 
Dealing with axisymmetric configurations, a particular complica-
tion arises in that the coalescing trailing shock would vary with dis-
tance from the test body because of the complicated interference of 
the three dimensionality of the flow. Close to the test-body surface, 
it would be approximately two-dimensional in character; and at s~f~ 
ficiently large distances, it would be nearly conical. Thus, an addi-
tional consideration would be required. Due to the difficulty in 
theoretical approach, several approximate methods have been developed 
based on systematic studies, (.i. e~, .experiments). The following two 
methods have been introduced, 
B. Zumwalt's Method 
Zumwalt (2) tried to solve the axisymmetric base pressure problems 
with two separate treatments, one for internal expanding jets and the 
other for external jet boundaries. 
1~. Internal Expanding Jets: For flow inside axially symmetric walls, 
Zumwalt concluded that: 
(a) The use of two-dimensional expansion at the separation corner 
is satisfactory. 
(b) The assumption of jet mixing at constant pressure is experi-
12 
13 
mental~y ved.fi~d. 
(c) The potential flow solution for obtaining the "corresponding 
inviscid jet boundary" as a reference system of coordinates 
is U:seeble. 
(d) The two-dimensional error function vel.pcity profile for mix-
ing is still advisable. 
(e) The use of the oblique shock recompression, based on the 
adjacent free stream flow, leads to serious discrepancies 
with actual, measured recompression pressures, Also, the 
isentropic recompression process for the discriminating 
streamline appears generally to be too stringent an assump-
tion. An empirical expression for the effective pressure 
rise ratio was derived from experimental data, 
Since in this present thesis, only. the external flow has been 
considered, the internal flow cases ~ill be omitted. 
2). External Jet Boundary Flow: 
Concepts and Conclusions: 
Dealing with external flow past axially synnnetric bodies having 
sudden reductions in diameter, Zumwalt (2) reached the following con-
clusions: 
(a) The use of two-dimensional expansion at the separation corner 
is satisfactory, unless boundary layer thickness is appreci-
able, in which case a modification was presented as a 1.1.lip-
shock". ( 12). 
(b) The assumption of constant pressure mixing cannot be main-
tained, as may be seen from results obtained using that 
assumption, (Figure 7). Instead, the potential flow past a 
14 
cone is utilized for defining the pressure field impressed on 
the mixing region. 
This conclusion is due to two substantiating types of evidence. 
One, Schlieren pictures from many sources show cone-like streamlines 
after suddenly-terminated bodies of revolution. And two, E. s. Love 
(12) mea~ured the pressure in the wake at axial locations and found 
these to be very similar to the pressures on a cone-tail. 
(c) The cone, as utilized in (b) above, also serves as the 
"corresponding inviscid jet boundary" . Since a pressure 
graqtent exists along the streamlines, further modification 
of the flow can be expected. These effects will be evalu-
ated later. 
(d) The use of the error function velocity profile proved advan-
tageous. Area (radius) effects due to axial-symmetric flow 
are considerable and were determined by analytical means. 
Some detailed descriptions are prea~nted in the next section, 
Analysis of the J(et Mll.xing Region With :Pressure Rise. 
(e) The oblique shock recompression was used in calculations in 
conjunction with the procedures outlined above, Agreement 
with published experimental data on sting-supported cylinders 
was satisfactory and showed marked improvement over the pre-
vious attempts to apply two-dimensional mixing theory directly. 
Analysis of the Jet Mixing Region with Pressure Rise: (Figure 2). 
Defining the coordinate systems in the same way as Korst (1), Zum-
walt (2) added two more considerations. One, the pressure change along 
the mixi ng region i s t he same as t ha t along a conical sur f ace coi nciQ~ 
ing :wi:th the "corresponding inviscid jet boundary", and the pressure 
15 
gradient normal to the "corresponding inviscid jet boundary" is zero 
within, and in the vicinity of, the mixing region. And two, the veloc-
ity of the jet adjacent to the mixing region is that which would prevail 
along the conical "corresponding inviscid jet boundary". He wrote the 
momentum equation in the axial direction with some geometrical and ref-
erence coordinate transformation and solved simultaneously with the com-
bined visc:!Ki and inviscid continuity equations between the separation 
-corner cross-section, section 2, and a downstream flow cross-section 3, 
for the mass passing al~ the annular stream tube bounded by stream-
lines j and a large value ' of 'f'{_ rR ( = 3 ). Finally, he got the governiing 
equation as follows: 
(B-3)+2(1-C~)[l.[_~- - r1~Js-2(1-c;a. ii/ 3-Jj~)J· =( s- R \2 
.,.. I -CIO {' -C,O -eo X Cos$ )3 
where 
"8-
2 
Ii, I 2 , Ji, and J 2 are integrals which are ~nctions of C3a, and the 
working curves of these were plotted in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10. (2). 
The subscript "a" represents flow adjacent to the mixing region for 
base with pressure rise condition. 
To give some physical understanding bf the above equation, note 
that R is the radius of the mixing region and thus introduces the axi-
symmetric aspect into the solution. If a-.oo, this reduces to the two-
dimensional solution. 
C. Beheim's Method 
BeheiI1¥_(3) in interpreting a series of experimental tests at Lewis 
16 
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, assumed that, for axisynunetric config-
urations such that the base~,~ressur~ ratio is less than 1. O, the free 
streamline is one of constant pressure. For a cylinder with sudden re-
duction in radius, this jet boundary streamline curves toward the axis. 
As the smaller cylinder's radius is decreased, the constant-pressure 
flow must approach it at an increasing angle. But there is a limit to 
the turning angle which can be obtained by a trailing shock. Therefore, 
he suggested that it is possible that a minimum effective radius ratio 
exists and that base pressure is independent of test-body geometric 
radius ratio for values less than this minimum. 
The experimental data shows that the minimum wake radius ratio was 
between o.4 and 0.5, where his theoretical calculations show a minimum 
radius ratio of about 0.55. At these regimes, the trailin~ ·shock pres-
sure rises were very close to the planel . .ishock value. Thus, Beheim ( 3) 
suggested using the minimum wake radius ratio of 0. 5 and solving the 
trailing~;~hock pressure ratio with a plane shock recompression. 
CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
A. Objectives 
Since there is no exact theoretical solution for the base pressure 
field in axisynunetric configurations, the objectives of this chapter 
are to investigate an approximate analytical method to estimate the 
response time and prescribe the geometric requirements for a wind tun-
nel test to verify the validity of the mixing theory's application to 
axisynunetry, 
B. Theoretical Considerations 
For wind tunnel tests, a real blast wave may be difficult to pro-
duce, In order to verify our approximate calculation method, a differ-
ent type of transient condition will be generated, A low pressure 
(l,57 psia) air chamber with a diaphragm-closed end is provided, This 
forms the afterbody of the model, with the diaphragm at the base. When 
the diaphragm is burst, the pressure of the base is suddenly lowered 
and creates a transient state similar to that of a base after a sudden 
blast wave has passed the base. Since this evaluates only the transient 
phase of a blast wave, the sudden pressure rise phase must be tested 
separately. Tests of instrumented rockets flying through high-explosive 
blasts are being devised separat~ly to investigate this effect. Only 
the transient tests will be dealt with here, 
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1). Base Conditions Before Diaphragm Burst; (Subscript x) 
r 
Cone /V 
Tb')(= To~"' 
Diaph,ragm 
___ n 
I' A 
I \ 
volwne of air in the base cone, Vbx 
I ...L 'Tr r 3 \ I - 1Tr2 A - __.3..___ _ 
v.,,c - T A?( - T G\.Y\. e~ 
mass of air in base cone, ~x 
-P2?< 1'( Y-3 
m b~ = f Vbt. = (R T1,?( 3 T~n 9,c 
2). Base Conditions Immediately After Diaphragm Burst: (Subscript y) 
Assuming instantaneous equilibrium when the diaphragm bursts, since 
the air in the base cone has no velocity relative to the body, it ex-
pands into the chamber: 
where, 
therefore, 
or, 
where, 
3). Mass 
me.ht+ mb~ = men?( + m b?( 
"Pb~ Ve.~ 
)'Ylc.h~ = (R. T c.11~ 
(Equation 7) 
As the flow approaches the axis in the axisymmetric configuration, 
two things occur: 
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(a) The flow width circumferentially for the j and d streamlines 
grows smaller. Thus, Gd would tend to be less than the two-
dimensional equation shown in Chapter III, due to reduction 
in flow area [<~r~cl)211T10c.o..l, where r1ocal tends to small value]. 
(b) The mixing region thickens . to satisfy continuity equation. 
Thus, (yj - yd) should increase. 
Apparently, (a) and (b) should off-set each other. Accordingly, 
using the figure shown below, 
base pressure response rate is proportional to mass addition per unit 
volume of dead-air space, Gd/V. Mass inflow depends on the size of 
the jet mixing surface, that is,Gd/s tends to be the same for all con-
figurations under similar imposed conditions. 
The volume to mixing-surface ratios of base regions are: 
For t:wo,-dimensional. .wakes, 
V ( na IT o.."" e ) Q.. h s= (2h/S,n9).9. - 2 (Cose \-..,o-ol,M. 
where his the half-height of the base, and 
~d - ~ 2- = ~ _2. __ 
V - S V S h(Cor. 9 )two-dim . • 
For axisymmetric wakes, 
'l'f r3 
'y_ = 3--=r;;e = 3r(Cos e)o.,ci-S)'W"'· S r r 
Si11.9 2 2 1r 
r 
. . 
&vd = ~sd __ 3__ 
Y"'((o~ 9)Q.>Ci-S)' .... . 
Since (Cos e)two-dim. is less than (Cos ~)axi-sym., Gd/V and v/s for 
two-dimensional cases .are about the same values a~ Gd/V and v/s for 
axisymmetric cases. Thus, it is suggested to adopt the form of "Gd" 
equation in Chapter III for two-dimensional cases to be used in axisyrii-
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metric configurations as: 
2 2 3,5 G =-~ 21rr Ce(I-C2) /2K (L-1) 
::rJ ft S;T\ e 02 )~ J d (Equation 8) 
Let us consider th!:? blast wave and cylind.rical body problem, wit!i 
the additional chamber volume in the test design, . 
~ess in the wake, m k is 
wa e 
rnw ... i::e = f V 
where 1 
<R. T = 'P.1> Pb 
V "m~ss; l'YI CoY1;c.o..l Wo..Ke + c.ho-.mbev-- Y'n wo.lC.<t. + c.l, 
and V = total volume of base and chamber (subscript, ch) as present 
deai'gn, 
----=-P_., __ [1.10_ 3 i ( 6YJ so 1r r! V. 3 -'t 3T,,._..,e+ ch . v... . 
or, in finite difference form: 
In the same manner as Chapter III, a trial and error solution can 
be performed by assuming a particular value of To..'YI 9t / T~n G*+.t.'t 
and balancing the base pressur~ by isentropic compression and by Prandtl-
Meyer expansion. For the isentropic compression, as for blast passage, 
the pressure relation can be derived, Assuming Tby.,.,.; Toeoy, we can 
write 
or 1 
an equation for mass balance of the air trapped in 
'"Pz+ ,,,.. r3 - m - P2), 'iT r3 
Yn..b,a = ~ Tb'f 3 To.:I'\, 9i - b>C- (R Tbi< 3 To..l'\. 91( 
R.-, _ .. _I __ -
Ti.t T~n 9~ 
the base region, 
isentropic relation gives, 
\t,.-1 
( ~~) = ( ~~ )-r 
K-1 
~= (_!:k_)~ 
p2.X '.. P2.i< 
or 
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: (Equation lo) 
It is noted that this result is the same as a two-dimensional wake, 
C, Apparatus and Calculations: 
1). Test Design: 
Air <oO Psio.. 
80° F 
Pc.k = I . 5'7 Psi~ 
vc..., = 23-25 i r13 
(b) Air Supply 
Annular Nozzle 
Axisymmetric Base) 
111 = 2 
Diaphragm 
"'\ c) Chamber and Base 
For detail dimensions, see Figure 12. The principal items .required 
are as follows: 
(a) Annular Nozzle: Coordinates shown in Figure 13, (13) 
(b) Air Supply: A supply of air at stagnation pressure 60 psia 
and stagnation temperature 80°F, and air flow rate of 38, 98 
lbm/sec for at least 20 seconds. 
(c) Chamber and Base : Evacuate to pressure of l, 57 psia, Tot al 
22 
volume = 2325 in3, see Part 3). 
311 diameter annular base. 
( d) Diaphragm: capable of being punctured remotely, 
2). Base Pressure Before Diaphragm Burst: 'P1oie ,..; r22 -n = 7.'77'!:lsio.. (14) -=v.-=.ro ) r ·1 r 
therefore, p ? 7 4 7,q °"' · b)( =.bC.1-)( 7.7 = . io 1 ,;,.IQ. 
-Pbx _4.769_ 07ci.A9 --3438 . e =1-V=3438-2' 3B =8· 
~- GO -, J"T • > •• I 2 2. I . o, 
3). Base Pressure Innnediately After Diaphragm Burst: Calculation of 
total volume of chamber, V ch • .See Figure 12. 
Ve..,.=;{ (11. 5))(19.75 + ~ t-~ ( 2.,2:/+ 11. 1/+2.b25 x 11. 5J.x 4. 25 
+ f(2.G25 )2.x I~= 2050. 3 + 189. 3 +8G.5 = 23'25 ,rn3 
Since 1T'Y- 3 ='1f(l.3125/'= r,, 1031 1'f1 3 
(Equation 12) 
Solving equations 11, 12 simultaneously, we obtain 
4). Preaaure Rise at "End of the Wake" by oblique shock: Characteris-
tic free jet boundary results . show that the 3e4is variable, ( 15)• See 
F,igure 1. It is suggested by Beheim (.3) to use r/R • 0, 5 to get the 
angle 3e4 from characteristic results for constant pressure jet bound-
aries, ( 15). : We can cont:.1.nue, however, to an acceptable degree of 
accuracy, to calculate ~he base air volume by conical wake geometry, 
5). Calculation Procedure: Basic equations: Equations 8 and 9. 
(!). t, choose increments of time. 
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tgJ. Pb, @ previous value + 0 x @ previous calcuJ.ation. @= t:..:J::, 
G). Pb/Poi 
®· M2, @-@ by isentropic relation. (10). 
~. V2 , @-~ by Prandtl-Meyer relations. ( 10). 
@. 1~2, @-vi 
(]). Sini92 
@. Tani92 
(2). c~, ®2/5+@2 
@. Ij, ® - @ from Figure 5 
@ . 394, ( 15). 
@. P4/P2 ., (M2 and 394-)•P4/P3 by oblique shock curves. (9). 
~ c2 ~1-~ • d ' 1 - @·286 
@). g,d' )@/® 
@). Id, [@) and @ r-@ from Figure 5 
@ • P 01 , given 
@ • )Toi, given 
@. 2.758 X ® 
@). o2 , 12 + @ by Tripp's equation (5), 
@). C2,)® 
@. 1 - c~., 1 - ® 
2 3,5 hf\3.S @. (1 - ~ )., ~ 
@. Gd/ft. of base length, @x@x@/ @x@><G) 
. @ , I j - Id, @) - @ 
* Initial value is Pby as found in '3). 
@. 
@. 
@. 
Gd/2rcr2 , -296. l x@)>t'@, 
1/3 Tan1 82 , 1/3@ 
(vciJrcr3) + @ 
12K 
where 296. l = 144 rJ~ 
@). mass in wake/rcr3, 144 ><@x®/ @2,< (R 
@ • Gd/mass in wake, 2 @) /rx@ 
@). 
@. 
T~"'-,ea _ 
To.."t'\(19. )NAt 
6t 
@-1 
Cl t. 
T ... " 1ez. _ 1 
_I - x T ... ...(,g1.):1-+ .. t 
@ • 3 To.:n1~z. t::.t 
Vc.n + I > 
'lrr3 3 To..v,10z. 
®). (Gd/mass in wake)-@, 
@) • &b/b.t, @it@ 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. Axisymmetric Results 
Calculation results of Chapter V are shown in Figure 14. The 
approximate time, in our case, is about o.4 seconds for Pb to become 
essentially equal to Pb stable. At that time, 1 92 is about 8° and 
(Ij - Id) is about zero, that is, conditions are identical with the 
beginning steady conditions. This result verified the accuracy of our 
step-by-step calculations. 
The author regrets that there are no experimental data available 
at present due to the time schedule of the research contract in which 
the author is participating. This thesis is then limited to theoret-
ical evaluation only. 
B. Suggestions For Further Study 
1). The validity of the simplified theoretical method is expected to 
be experimentally evaluated by the test described in this thesis. It 
is suggested that these tests be performed and the analytical method 
reviewed in the light of the test results. 
2). The transient base pressure of a flight vehicle due to a moving 
blast wave is affected by transient atmospheric condition for a finite 
period of time. A wholly reliable picture can be obtained only by 
actual flight testing with full scale models and blasts. Such blasts 
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are presently prohibited by international agreement. 
3), The wind tunnel test can be run for several steady state conditions 
using base bleed rate as a parameter. Results of these will be helpful 
when plotted as Pb versus Gb with a given outside flow condition, Thus, 
we may have a better ability to determine the effective base bleed sur-
face instead of utilizing the unproven models used in previous theories, 
4). The empirical equation for free jet spreading parameter, 6, sug-
gested by Tripp (5),rests on a very poor foundation. This linear rela-
tion between o and Mach number was derived by passing a straight line 
through the available data points, shown in Figure 6. This data is 
grouped around two Mach number regions, O and 1.7. The linear form is 
thus only a conjecture. Also, the data are strictly applicable only to 
two-dimensional jets, and may be expected to become inaccurate when the 
mixing width of an axisymmetric jet is an appreciable fraction of the 
radius, 
Therefore, experimental work is badly needed to determine the 6 
values as functions of Mach number and mixing width to radius ratio. 
Suggestions for this have been made to Sandia Corporation and the Aero-
physics Division is planning to perform measurements to evaluate the 
spreading parameter for Mach numbers 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, ~nd 2.0. Plans are 
being made for Mach 3.0 test at O.S.U. All these will utilize pitot 
and static pressure surveys at various axial stations of constant pres-
sure circular jet s to permi t calculation of ve locit y profiles and thus 
of o 
FIGURES 
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From Ref. 2, p. 82 • 
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Figure 5(b). Plot of the Ii Integral for the Error Function Profile, w 
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From Ref. 13 
1:: 
..,g 
'-1) 
C) 
~ 
l )( ~ /. :x: ... ---- -~-------I- L. 
K = 1. 4o A* = re [(3.3742 - 1.52 )] = 28.7 in2 
r* = 3. 374" Mass Flow for Stagnation Conditions of 60 
r ex = 4. 240" psia and 80°R isj 
rcyl= 1.5" P. A"' G;Ox 2.8. 7 ib,fs 
L = 16. 73" m = 0.532 if;,·= 0.532 - 2.3 5 - 38.98 Sec. To · 
X r X r X r X r 
o.o 4.240 3.4 4.142 6.8 3.874 10. 2 3.434 
0.2 4.238 3.6 4.134 7.0 3.850 10. 4 3,414 
o.4 4.236 3.8 4.124 7.2 3.824 10. 6 3.398 
o.6 4.232 4.o 4. 114 7.4 3.798 10. 8 3.386 
o. 8 4.228 4.2 4.102 7.6 3.772 11.0 3.378 
1.0 4.224 4.4 4.090 7.8 3.746 11.18 3.374* 
1. 2 4.220 4.6 4.078 8.o 3.720 11. 98 3.426 
1. 4 4.216 4.8 4.o64 8.2 3.692 12. 78 3.522 
1. 6 4. 210 5.0 4.050 8.4 3.664 13. 18 3.614 
1. 8 4.204 5. 2 4.034 8.6 3.636 13. 58 3.730 
2.0 4.198 5.4 4. 018 8. 8 3.608 13. 98 3.872 
2.2 4.192 5.6 4.000 9. 0 3.580 14.38 4.042 
2.4 4.186 5.8 3,982 9.2 3. 5514 14. 78 4.250 
2.6 4.178 6.o 3.962 9.4 3.528 15. 18 4. 502 
2.8 4. 170 6.2 3.942 9.6 3.504 15. 58 4. 810 
3.0 4.162 6.4 3.9eo 9.8 3.480 15. 98 5.208 
3.2 4. 154 6.6 3.898 10. 0 3.456 16.26 5,574 
16.73 7.066 
*Throat 
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APPENDIX 1 
CALCULATION OF BASE PRESSURE FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL, 
TURBULEN'l':, STEADY FLOW 
CD ® ® ® G) @ (J) ® ® @ 
2. M, pj c: 1 364 v2 v1 ~ c2 c1-~r M, P1 
( PYf:. ~ (vz-3e4-) 
.36 1. 677 • 6405 .1480 1. 75 11. 25 17. 15 5. 90 1. 290 • 5575 
• 44 1. 982 . 6475 . 1845 2.04 13. 70 25. 90 12. 20 1. 509 . 4880 
. 52 2.327 • 6554 • 2235 2.42 15. 45 36. 10 20.65 1. 789 . 4200 
• 60 2.739 . 6646 .2650 2.94 i 17. 00 44.47 27.50 2. 041 . 3380 
. 68 3.260 . 6755 . 3108 3.68 18. 20 55.04 36. 84 2. 405 . 2730 
• 76 3. 979 • 6890 . 3612 4.80 18. 80 65 . 51 46. 70 2. 847 . 1970 
. 84 5. 124 . 7069 , 4200 6. 73 19.00 78.05 59. 05 3.532 . 1313 
. 88 6. 052 • 7190 . 4550 8. 35 18. 60 85. 33 66, 73 4.073 • 1010 
. 92 7, 585 • 73 10 . 4920 10. 73 17. 80 93. 83 76. 00 4. 900 . 0679 
! 
• 95 9. 500 . 7430 . 5244 13. 40 15, 93 100.89 84. 96 6. 000 . 0523 
. 97 12.700 • 7540 • 55 15 16. 53 13, 35 108. 15 94. 80 . 7. 805 . 0393 I 
I 
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APPENDIX 2 
WORK SHEET FOR BLAST WAVE PASS!NG TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
BODY AXIALLY HEAD-ON 
Altitude Moo?( L Pm~x P. 0()-,( T"°-x Wedge. I-to.It An_:,le 
30, oooft 2 3 ?s·,o.. (,_ 754 psio 448°R S° = I 0° 
x = before shock 
y = immediately after Moo 
shock passes ---
Condition x: 
2074 fPS. 
V = Vr + ~ = 2~ .05-- MI)( = 1.qes J 0..Yl~ Ppix = .13 
I;,( tX O,Ji 
P1J( x Poi)( 
Po1,c ?000x 
pc,o)( 
Pooa)( 
Pb,c I . 355 
P1 i< r-1, 
. 13x . '1i6 
.1278 
46 
1.003 
aoo?( 
\037 fPS 
Condition y: "Poe-a= Poo,c + .6fmo.)( = q_'754 ps10,. 
'I. '154 
Stable 
Trial 
Pooit 
Poox G.'754 = l.4-44Z 
U - " n;--).,,:4 I 
S - v,. ~ rJ 7 T' oo)( + 7 
= I 031~·4:;"2 t- I = 121<i;. 5 
Lloo~= U...,,c + Us - u..; = 2074 + 1218.5 - q39 = 2354 
M 00 = U.001 'f. _ <loo,c = 2354 I "P-i 1 a...,1 CA001 ~ i. t.oss = 2.152 - ?0001 = . I 000 
ObiqLle &\.ock o'fl -p 
Nose {oY- Moo o...-,,J b: Mt'}= 1.18 i Vf1= 20.15 r ~= .983 ~ ?0001 
-v, ... =vu+~= 30.1s---+ M,1 = 2.13~ ; ~,~ = .102s 
~ f Oi~ 
P,~ -= (P,~/Po11;1 )("Po,1/Po..,'*) _ .I025x.qa3 _ I , . 
Po01 ( 'Peoj /Po..,1 ) - .1000 - .OO ' 
Poat ;oo+ Pc.o,< 
-P / =- tr=,-, = 1.4442><. 428 I= ./;,182 1• ,r=f:<t = ~ 00 ~ ~ To0 = 2233 
o't oo,c rooat <r u.oo:,( X 
y Solution : 
~, = o.32G 
P, M,1 
P - ~ R" D bj(sto..be) - Tix p~I(,...,~ =. 32b 't. 1.007 X q .754 = 3. 202 psi a. 
and Error Sglution for Pby: -y,=30.15; e"-= 1~.55j Pb><-=2.4-048 
e~ = 1 a."2 ; v,1 = 11, + e1 = 48. 11 - ~:~1 = . 2q4-
T e i.4 i.+ 
P = Pb ( _o..n '1-) = 2.4048 (· 3%l'l 3 ) = 2 eo4-i,1 l( Ta.ne,c .2q14-7 · 
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APPENDIX 3 
TRANSIENT BIAST WAVE PASSING TWO-DIMENSIONAL BASE 
(SEE PICTURE IN APPENDIX 2.) 
Based on Equations 5 and 6. 
(D. t 
®· Pb, ® above + ® x @ , where (!) = L.t 
Q). l p °" ' P~ = Pc,ox + &t, where &t obtained from equation 6 
®· p~ P, / ' f'J\ X ® ~ ®' where fa\ = P · fb\ = p 00 Y v ooy' ~ o.,.,~ Po~y 
(2). M1 , ® -+ CT) by is entropic relation ( 10). 
®· ( !.:; ) 0.143 ' (ffi)°" 143 
d) . a 00 , @ x ®, where @) = a 00 y 
@) . u:, ~ X (!) 
® • uo0, @ @, where @ = ubody + us hock 
@. M "°' ® I (!) 
' 
@ @ is entropic relation 
' 
@) @ is entropic relation 
( 10) . 
( 10) . 
@ . p""' / Po°" 
@ • T c,o / T0 00 
IU). Mf, @) and a ( given) - :@) by oblique shock curves ( 9) . 
@. P1/P~00 , @ and S (given) - @ by oblique shock curves ( 9) . 
@. 
@. 
@. 
® · 
{~. 
-v f' @- @ by Prandtl-Meyer 
vi = v f + ~ , ® + a 
M1, @-@ by Prandtl-Meyer 
P1/ Po1., @~@ by isentropic 
P1/ P co , ® X @! @ 
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relations ( 10). 
relations ( 10). 
r elation ( 10 ). 
(g9 • Pb/P1 (Stable), U) - @ from Figure 8 
@. Pb (Stable), @) X @ X Q) 
@. Pb/Poi, ® x @ / Q) x @) 
@). M2 , @ - @ by isentropit: relation (10). 
@ . V 2 , @ - @ by isentropic relation, ( 10). 
@. 182 =f2 -Pi, @ - 49) 
@. Sin182 
®· 
®· 
@. 
@. 
I j, @ - ~ from Figure 5( a) 
P4/P3, (@ and @)~@) 
2 1 
Cd = 1 - -(-~-3-)_0.._2..,,..86 ' 1 -
g5- = ,cf I@ 
d ,f~ ' rl@ 
1 
0.286 
@). 
@. 
from Figure 5(b). 
@. Ji:c = ~'it;,< a.o0 , ©_c x cf), where ® =J'i;.00 
Cloo'1 © 
~ ,-;;--- ff r,0 ~ ~ • tJ Toi = [f_oo ' )@ 
r/ Toco 
~ • 2.758M2, 2.758 X 23 
@. 2 = 12 + 2. 758M2, 12 + @ 
@. C2, -f@ 
@. 
@. 
@. 
1 - c~, ·1 - @ 
(1 _ ~)3.5, ~ 3.5 
Poi X C2(l - c~)3-5 
JT01 02 Sin182 
@x@x@ 
'@x@x@ 
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50 
@ . I j - Id, ®J - @ 
@ . Gd/h, -296. 1 ><. @x §), where 296. 1 = 144-J:(~~ I) and 144 
is a converting factor of pressure unit. 
~-
Mass in the half wake, Pb(psia) 144 ® X 
= 1.35 @><@ 2 T 1 tane CR 
@. 2 Gd Pb 8x~ X h Mass in wake ' 
@ • _T_an __ e ____ _ choose and check by succeeding result of item @j) 
Tan9t+.6t 
@ . lT_an--"'e__ 11 p ( 
lTanet+.6t - ) b @ - 1) ® 
---------- ' 
.6t .6t 
@. 2GdPb 
-------Mass in wake 
( Tane ~ Tan9t+.6t - 1,JPb 
.6t ,@-@ 
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